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Stubai super card
The summer all-inclusive card
Valid for your entire stay

EIN TAL. EINE KARTE.

www.stubai.at
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The Stubai Super Card is your passport to an amazing summer
holiday in the Stubai valley. Whether you are a passionate hiker,
climber or gourmet – there is something for everyone! From May 25
to October 15, 2017, the Stubai Super Card will make your experience
of the whole valley and breathtaking mountain landscape even more
intense. You receive the Stubai Super Card when staying with
one of the participating accomodation partners. It is valid
during your whole vacation – starting the first day.

Good to know
Cable cars: The Stubai Super Card gives you direct access to the
cable cars via the turnstile. You do not need to queue up at the
counter. Please note that each cable car may only be used once per
day (one ride up, one ride down). All cable car schedules are subject to change. These services are only available during the standard
opening hours of the service providers.
Public transport: You have unlimited access to public transport
on the 590 line (Stubaitalbus) between Mutterberg and Innsbruck
during standard operating hours. You also have unlimited access to
the STB line (Stubaitalbahn) between Fulpmes and Innsbruck during
standard operating hours. If you arrive by train, getting here
by public transport is already included. Please contact your
host in time before you arrive.

Experience the breathtaking Stubai mountain landscape up close.

An overview of the
included benefits of the
Stubai Super Card
--Free use of the

Stubaier Glacier Cable Car
(one ride up, one ride down per day,
no access with ski equipment)

--Free use of the Serles Cable Cars
(one ride up, one ride down per day)

--Free use of the
Schlick 2000 Cable Cars
(one ride up, one ride down per day)

--Free use of the
Elfer Cable Cars in Neustift
(one ride up, one ride down per day)

--1 ride included per week on the
Alpine Coaster, Mieders

--1 included entrance to the

new Waterpark StuBay
for 3 hours per week

--Inlcuded use of the indoor swimming
pool, with connected open air pool
in the recreation center Neustift
--Free use of the
Mieders Outdoor Pool
--Free access to the buses of
Innsbrucker Verkehrsbetriebe
(between Mutterberg and Innsbruck)

--Free access to the
Stubai Valley tram
(Fulpmes-Innsbruck-Fulpmes)
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Stubai Cable Cars
Easy way to the peak
The Stubai cable cars will take you to many starting points for hiking and mountain tours – all in the height of comfort. The cosy log
cabins and idyllic alpine meadows of the Stubai valley
invite you to relax in the beautiful mountain area.
A detailed overview of the range of hiking trips and tours on offer can be found in the Stubai “Hut Guide” (Hüttenführer-Folder)
which is available at Stubai Tyrol Tourist Information. Treat yourself
to the culinary delights available in the idyllic alpine meadows and
log cabins – even if the sun is not shining, a trip in the cable car is
still worth it.

Countless huts and high alpine meadows invite hikers to linger
and relax. Above the clouds: the view from the top station of the
Serlesbahnen.

Kreuzjoch cable car from the Schlick 2000 hiking centre, view of the top station
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Stubai Cable Cars

The Stubai Glacier
Experience the Glacier Sensation
The supermodern 3S Eisgrat cable car and the Schaufeljoch cable
car will quickly and comfortably ferry you to an altitude of 3,210
metres above sea level. The mountaintop platform TOP OF TYROL is one of the ten most spectacular viewing platforms in the
world according to GEO. A breathtaking panorama unfolds in front
of visitors’ eyes with over 109 mountain summits from the Stubai
Alps all the way to the Dolomites. A visit to the Schaufeljoch
Chapel is also highly recommended. The Jochdohle, the mountain restaurant with the highest elevation in Austria,
tempts guests with fine dining in front of a breathtaking mountain
backdrop. In July and August, the Jochdohle hosts a daily information round. At the Eisgrat mountain station, you can enjoy a
barbecue, Tyrolean delicacies and ice cream delights. Children are in
for lots of fun at the children’s playground. As a special highlight, visit the ice cave near the Eisgrat mountain station and experience a glacier from within (see also bonus partners, page 23).
Schedule of operation
until June 18 and from July 1
First ascent from the bottom station: daily at 8:00 am
Last descent from the top station: daily at 4:00 pm
Open facilities: 3S Eisgrat I and II and gondola Schaufeljoch

The new 3S Eisgratbahn at Stubai Glacier

Stubai Cable Cars

Contact us
Stubaier Gletscher, Mutterberg 2, 6167 Neustift im Stubaital
T: +43 (0) 5226/8141
info@stubaier-gletscher.com, www.stubaier-gletscher.com

Breathtaking views at the summit platform „TOP OF TYROL“
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Stubai Cable Cars

Stubai Cable Cars

Elfer Panoramic Cable Cars
Ascent to the
Neustift home mountain
The Elfer cable cars in Neustift are a gift to fans of hiking and
paragliding. You will find a huge network of hiking paths with
plenty of places to stop and admire the view. A particular highlight:
discover the largest walk-on sundial in the Alps – right outside the top station of the Elfer cable cars. Furthermore, the GehZeiten-Wege take visitors on a journey through time. The “EinsEinser Trail” is the new highlight, that takes breath from all downhill
bikers.
Schedule of operation
May 25 - June 30, 2017
First ascent at 9:00 am, last descent at 4:30 pm
July 1 - September 3, 2017
First ascent at 8:30 am, last descent at 5:00 pm
September 4 - October 15, 2017
First ascent at 9:00 am, last descent at 4:30 pm
Contact us
Hochstubai Liftanlagen, Moos 12, 6167 Neustift im Stubaital
T: +43 (0) 5226 2270
kassa@elferlifte.at, www.elfer.at

The new „Eins-Einser Trail“

Walk-on sundial at the Elfer cable cars‘ top station
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Stubai Cable Cars

Schlick 2000
A mountain experience for the entire family
The family hiking centre awaits you with a total of 65 km of hiking
trails and a variety of mountain experiences. Take the cable
car up to an altitude of 2,136 metres – from there, follow the artistic
panorama path to the “StubaiBlick” viewing platform that offers an amazing view of the fascinating Kalkkögel mountain range
and the surrounding Stubai mountain vista. Then continue along the
Alpine plant trail. Next, take the nature trail to the Schlickeralm and pick up exciting new insights about the local flora and
fauna on the way. From there, the experience trail with designated
play points along the way will take you to the idyllic Panorama Lake.
A wooden disc rolling down the disc trail ensures a turbulent descent to the middle station, from where the new tree house trail
provides a glimpse of the history of the valley town of Fulpmes with
extravagantly designed tree houses. The hiking centre also has a varied event calendar to offer during the entire summer season with
exciting events such as a traditional beer breakfast, sunrise trips, a
forest fete for children, mountain mass and many more.
Schedule of operation
May 25 – June 2 and October 9 – October 15, 2017 operating
up to the mid-mountain station Froneben
June 3 – October 8 operating up to the top station Kreuzjoch
First ascent at 9:00 am
Last descent from the top station at 4:15 pm (July 5 – Aug 26: 4:45 pm)
Last descent from station Froneben at 5:00 pm (July 5 – Aug 26: 5:30 pm)

Stubai Cable Cars

Serles Cable Cars, Mieders
Hiking at the foot of the
Serles mountain
Discover the fascinating Stubai mountain landscape from the Serles
cable cars in Mieders. Many walks and hikes from 15 minutes to
3.5 hours length start directly at the top station. The Well Path
(Quellenweg) and the Chapel Path (Kapellenweg), which
takes you to the Maria Waldrast monastery, are all definitely
worth a trip. The “Serlespark” with panoramic lake and children’s
area is situated at the top station.
Schedule of operation
May 25 – June 30 and September 4 – October 15, 2017
Daily from 9:00 am to 4:30 pm (on Saturdays and Sundays, the
alpine coaster is operating until 5:00 pm)
July 1 – September 3, 2017
Daily from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm (on Saturdays and Sundays, the
alpine coaster is operating until 6:00 pm)
Contact us
Serlesbahnen Mieders, Waldrasterweg 1, 6142 Mieders
T: +43 (0) 5225 62776, info@serlesbahnen.at, www.serlesbahnen.at

Contact us
Schlick 2000, Tschaffinis Umgebung 26, 6166 Fulpmes
T: +43 (0) 5225 62321, info@schlick2000.at, www.schlick2000.at

The StubaiBlick viewing platform at sunrise

Breathtaking views from the top station of the Serles cable cars
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Stubai Cable Cars

Stubai Cable Cars

Alpine Coaster, Mieders
Put your foot down, take off and be free!
Anyone who sets foot in the alpine coaster is sure to get an adrenaline rush before heading off on an exciting adventure. There is
guaranteed fun for young and old alike on the 2.8 kilometer course
with 40 steep twists and turns. 1 ride per week is included with
the Stubai Super Card. Tip: With the Stubai Super Card, you receive
an additional 30% discount on the regular price for all further
rides. (The Discount applies only to single trips with the summer
toboggan run, for the ascent with the gondola you have pay the
normal price.)
Schedule of operation
See the schedule for the Serles cable car, Mieders, on page 13.
Please note: Operation of the alpine coaster is weather and
temperature permitting.
Contact us
Serlesbahnen Mieders, Waldrasterweg 1, 6142 Mieders
T: +43 (0) 5225 62776
info@serlesbahnen.at, www.serlesbahnen.at

Serlespark: Situated directly at the top station Koppeneck

Into the valley at up to 42 Wkm per hour: The alpine coaster, Mieders
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Swimming Pools
Relax. De-stress. Have fun!
After a tiring hike, why not relax by plunging your legs into the cool
waters of a Stubai swimming pool? The outdoor pools are also perfect for sun worshippers.
The indoor pool in Neustift with attached open-air pool, as well as
the outdoor pool in Mieders are available to you daily with the Stubai Super Card. A special highlight is the new Waterpark StuBay, which is located between Fulpmes and Telfes. With the Stubai
Super Card, 1 entrance for 3 hours is included per week.

Stubai swimming pools: fun for all the family – relaxation and
breathtaking mountain view included!

The outside area at waterpark StuBay
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Swimming Pools

Swimming Pools

Stubay
Take the plunge into paradise

Recreation center Neustift
Recreation with a mountain view

In good or bad weather, if you visit the bathing and sauna paradise in the midst of the Stubai Alps, you will be taking a plunge
into a veritable holiday world inviting you to spend 3 hours in the
bathing paradise (included in the Stubai Super Card) and to enjoy
the breathtaking mountain vista. Of course, you can also enter
our exclusive sauna area for the regular price (€9.20 for 4h). Our
sauna attendants will surprise you with special infusions at every
full hour.

If you love to splash about in the water, the recreation center Neustift is the place to be for you. Enjoy the pleasant 31 degree
Celsius indoor pool area with integrated water nozzles in the
pool and the attached outdoor pool. Quiet areas with numerous
loungers make it easy to relax while the kids have their fun on the
72 meters long water slide. Additional services for your comfort are a lawn for sunbathing and a kids play ground.

Opening hours
Daily from 10:00 am to 10:00 pm
Contact us
StuBay Freizeitcenter
Telfer Landestrasse 111, 6165 Telfes
T: +43 (0) 5225 62666, info@stubay.at, www.stubay.at

Opening hours
Daily from 1:00 pm to 9:00 pm
Contact us
Freizeitzentrum Neustift
Stubaitalstraße 110, 6167 Neustift im Stubaital
T: +43 (0) 5226 2722
freizeitzentrum-neustift@aon.at
www.freizeitzentrum-neustift-stubaital.at

Mieders Outdoor Pool
A swimming pool with a long history
The Mieders Pool, which was built in 1928, is one of the oldest
outdoor pools in Tyrol. Experience the historical charm of the
pool for yourself and dive into the outdoor pool, which has a shallow area for kids. After a refreshing swim in the cool waters, why
not relax on the wooden sun-loungers or enjoy an ice cream from
the pool’s very own bistro?
The modern wellness oasis in the middle of the mountains: the StuBay

Opening hours
From mid-June to early September, weather permitting
10:00 am to 7:00 pm
Contact us
Miederer Badl
Wiesel 3, 6142 Mieders
T: +43 (0) 5225 62776
www.schwimmbad.mieders.net

Recreation center Neustift: indoor pool
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Public Transport
Mobility in the whole valley – and all the way to Innsbruck
The Stubai Super Card also includes the use of public transport. You can take Innsbrucker Verkehrsbetriebe buses to the starting point of your hike or to Innsbruck for a shopping trip. The cultural sights in Innsbruck are also definitely worth a visit.
Please consult the bus timetables at the bus stop. The Stubai Super
Card is valid on public transport for the lines 590 (bus) and STB
(Stubai Valley Tram).
Please note that the Stubai Super Card is NOT valid on the 590N
(Nightliner)! In order to avoid overcrowded buses, we would also
ask you to take the Stubai Valley Railway (line STB) rather than the
bus (line ST) at peak hours between 4:00 pm and 6:00 pm.

Sightseeing in front of the “Goldenes Dachl”; you can take the bus
or the train to Innsbruck and back to the Stubai valley.

Bus line 590
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ice grotto at the Stubai glacier

BONUS PARTNERS
Experience even more in the Stubai
In addition to the many included offers, the Stubai Super
Card also offers a series of attractive bonus offers. Just show
your card to the many participating partners and you will save up
to 30% on the regular entrance fees.
(The actual entrance fee for the Stubai Super Card holders results
from the partners’ regular entrance fee minus 30%. This price will
be rounded to the next higher 50-cent amount. Example: the regluar
entrance fee minus 30% equals € 3.43, therefore the actual reduced
entrance fee is € 3.50)

The Ice Grotto at the Stubai Glacier provides fascinating insights
into the millennia-old glacial ice. A 200 m tour of the ice grotto
provides fascinating information about glacier features such as glacier
moraines, glacial milk and a great deal more. And all of this just 30 m
under the piste at an altitude of almost 3000 m! The ice grotto can
be reached from Rotadl mountain station in 30 minutes. For the hike
across the glacier we recommend stout shoes, a warm jacket, a hat
and sunglasses.
Admission for Stubai Super Card holders is € 4.50 for adults and
€ 2.00 for children. (Normal price: € 6.00 and € 3.00 respectively)
Opening times: Depending on snow and weather conditions, the
ice grotto will be open from July 1 to October 1, 2017 from 08:30
am to 3:30 pm (last admission). This schedule is subject to change.
You will find the latest information at stubaier-gletscher.com
Contact us
Stubaier Gletscher, Mutterberg 2, 6167 Neustift im Stubaital
T: +43 (0) 5226 8141
info@stubaier-gletscher.com, www.stubaier-gletscher.com

Museums in Innsbruck
The Tyrolean Provincial Museum in Innsbruck (Ferdinandeum) offers an exciting experiential space for all who are interested in Tyrol,
its history and culture. The Ferdinandeum offers a tour through
the province, spanning from the Stone Age to the present. The Imperial Church (Hofkirche) houses the tomb of Emperor Maximilian I.
The Armory (Zeughaus) demonstrates typical features of the Tyrolean
cultural history. The Tyrolean traditional costume and Tyrolean parlors are
represented in the Tyrolean Museum of Folk Culture. The core of
the TIROL PANORAMA is the famous Gigantic Circular Painting (Riesenrundgemälde) in Innsbruck, located at the Imperial Hunter Museum.
Stubai Super Card holders receive a combi-ticket from the Tyrolean
Provincial Museum for the price of € 8 (regular price: € 11). The combi-ticket allows access to all 5 buildings on multiple days. Valid until
the end of the same calendar year.

The ice grotto at the Stubai glacier

Contact us
Tiroler Landesmuseen
Museumstraße 15, 6020 Innsbruck, T: +43 (0) 512 59489
anmeldung@tiroler-landesmuseen.at, www.tiroler-landesmuseen.at
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Bonus partners

Bonus partners

Bergisel Ski Jump

Oberiss alpine meadow shuttle

The Bergisel ski jump in Innsbruck is the host of the annual FourJump-Tournament. Experience first-hand the place, where the
ski jumpers daringly jump all winter long. In fact, there are also
jumpers in the summer time, where you can watch the world’s best
ski jumpers jump on the green mats at Bergisel. Take a tour of the
Bergisel stadium, as well as the jumping training center. The use of
the inclined and the tower lifts is included in your entrance fee.

The Oberberg valley is one of the most beautiful side valleys of
the Stubai valley. The alpine meadows of Stoecklen and Oberiss invite you to linger. Additionally, the alpine pasture farming of Oberiss
is the starting point for hikes to the Franz Senn hut, which lies
along the Stubai high trail. Experience the natural beauty and take
the shuttle from Neustift to the alpine pasture farming of Oberiss.

The entrance fee for Stubai Super Card holders is € 7 for adults and
€ 3.50 for children. (regular price: € 9.50 and € 4.50)
Opening hours
June to October, daily from 9:00 am to 6:00 pm
Contact us
Bergiselschanze
Bergiselweg 3, 6020 Innsbruck
T: +43 (0) 512 589259
office@bergisel.info, www.bergisel.info

Bergisel Ski Jump in Innsbruck

For the Stubai Super Card holders, the ride costs € 6 for adults, as
well as for children. (regular price: € 8)
Schedule of operation
Outward journey: center of Neustift (Danler coaches) to Oberiss:
9:30 am and 3:30 pm (daily)
Return journey: Oberiss to center of Neustift (Danler coaches):
10:00 am and 4:00 pm (daily)
Contact us
Reisedienst Danler, Neustift Dorf
T: +43 (0) 5226 3500

The „Alpeiner Bach“, above the Oberissalm
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Bonus partners

Bonus partners

Birds of prey park Telfes

Mini Golf Fulpmes

The birds of prey park in Telfes offers a high class bird airshow for
children and adults alike. Watch the peregrine falcons, as well
as other birds of prey, just as you would see them show their
prowess in the wild. The daily airshows will make you marvel.

During your vacation in the Stubai valley, take the opportunity
to play at the tournament mini golf course Kroesbacher in
Fulpmes, which is located next to the Stubai valley train station!
Take a shot at the challenging and diverse obstacle course of 18
holes. You can also enjoy homemade delicacies on the sun porch,
while the „smaller visitors” are happy to play on the playground.
Groups can also play a round of night golf (reservations required)
under our flood lights.

The entrance fee for Stubai Super Card holders is € 5 for adults and
€ 3 for children. (regular price: € 7 and € 4)
Opening hours
Airshows daily at 3:00 pm
Contact us
Greifvogelpark Telfes im Stubai
Luimes, 6165 Telfes im Stubai
T: +43 (0) 664 3415878
greifvogelpark@aon.at, www.greifvogelpark-telfes.at

Nativity museum Fulpmes
Located in the 500-year-old Platzwirt building in the middle of the
village, there are countless historical and valuable nativity
scenes. Especially children will be fascinated by a visit to the nativity museum during your family vacation in the Stubai. Discover the
nativity scenes from old masters of the trade, artistic nativities, a lifesize nativity and the church nativity maze.

The entrance fee for Stubai Super Card holders is € 4.00 for adults
and € 3.00 for children. (regular price: € 5.20 and € 4.00)
Opening hours
May to end of June, Fridays to Sundays and holidays, from 1:00 pm
to 7:00 pm – From July on: daily from 10:00 am to 9:00 pm, closed
when raining!
Contact us
Minigolf Fulpmes
Stubaitalbahnhof, 6166 Fulpmes
T: +43 (0) 664 4317131

The entrance fee for Stubai Super Card holders is € 3.50 for adults
and € 2 for children. (regular price: € 4.80 and € 2.40)
Opening hours
Thursday to Sunday
10:00 am to 12:00 am and 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm
Contact us
Krippenmuseum Fulpmes
Bahnstraße 11, 6166 Fulpmes
T: +43 (0) 5225 62908
kontakt@krippenmuseum.at, www.krippenmuseum.at

The Harris-Hawk in the birds of prey park in Telfes
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Bonus partners

Bonus partners

Rafting

Air-parc StuBay

Experience the Stubai Valley from its wild side. Rafting on the
Ruetz is pure wild water action! In the middle of the idyllic mountain panorama the Ruetz sweeps through its ravine and offers a
breathtaking view and a decent portion of adrenaline

The StuBay leisure centre also hosts the new AIR-PARC. The new
trend sport paradise extends across a 1,280 m2 indoor hall and is accessible to all age groups. Absolute highlights are two giant 30m2
freestyle trampolines – a unique attraction in all of Austria! Among other things, the offer comprises wall trampolines, eurotramps with jumps landing in a mega AIR2BAG air cushion, a BigAir
ramp, a 60m2 airfield, a free running area and a Chilland-Kids-Area
with playground and bouncing castle for the little athletes.

For beginners and advanced. Rafting with S2S.AT means: individual
supervision, top equipment, experienced guides - and of course lots of fun!
The price for holders of the Stubai Super Card is € 41.50 for the
standard tour (normal price € 59,00) or € 24,50 for the tour Schaller
– Kampl (normal price € 35,00).
A pre-registration by telephone is necessary at +43 512
546710 or by mail to rafting@s2s.at.
Contact us
SOURCE TO SEA, Natterer See 1, 6161 Natters
T: +43 (0) 512 546710
info@s2s.at, www.s2s.at

Prices for Stubai Super Card holders amount to:
Children / Young people (6–16 years of age): First admission € 17.00
(standard price € 23.00). Every additional visit € 15.00. (Children
under 9 years of age permitted only when accompanied by an
adult!) Adults (starting from 16 years of age): First admission €
19.00 (standard price € 27.00). Every additional visit € 19.00.
All-day access on first admission day. Prices for all additional
visits are subject to a 2h limitation. Discounts are not valid in combination with group rates.
Opening hours
Mondays through Fridays: 02:00 pm to 08:00 pm
Saturdays, Sundays and bank holidays: 01:00 pm to 08:00 pm
Contact us
StuBay Freizeitcenter GmbH, Telfer Landesstraße 11, 6165 Telfes
T: +43 (0) 5225 62666
info@air-parc.com, www.air-parc.com

Rafting adventure in the Stubai Valley

Indoor fun at the StuBay Air-parc
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General Terms and Conditions
The Stubai Super Card is linked to an individual person and is nontransferrable. Any attempt to transfer the card will result in it being
blocked immediately.

The Stubai Card
The purchasing card

Data Protection
By buying this card, you give your consent for the details you give to
be used. Your details will be used exclusively for marketing purposes
by Stubai Tyrol Tourist Information (Tourismusverband Stubai Tirol).
This right may be revoked at any time. Your data will not be given to
third parties. The data protection regulations in Austria shall apply.

The Stubai Card is ideal for anyone not staying in a
participating establishment. It includes all services of the
Stubai Super Card, and is valid on 5 of 7 consecutive days.
The Stubai Card is available from all cable car stations in the
Stubai Valley (Elfer Cable Cars, Neustift, Schlick 2000, Serles
Cable Cars in Mieders and the Stubai Glacier Cable Car) and
from the Stubai Tyrol tourist information offices in Neustift and
Fulpmes.

Loss of the card or damage
If your card is lost or damaged, it will be blocked immediately. You
will receive a new card, and the record of the services you have
already used will be transferred to this card.

Summer 2016 prices
Adults
€ 64.00
Children (up to 14)
€ 32.00

In the event that services are cancelled or not running
No Refund is possible in the event that services are not running.

Under 10s accompanied by a paying parent go free
in all 4 Stubai Cable Cars!

Card refund
In case you become ill (doctor’s certificate needed) and have to
leave early, your Stubai Super Card will be blocked. No refunds are
possible.
Genera
The services which the Card entitles you to are provided by companies which are legally independent. The company staff member
who sells you the card is merely representing the other companies.
Therefore, only the particular company in question is liable for the
provision of services or for paying damages for any incidents which
may occur.
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